
How to get to the conference site: 

Address and Contact Info: 
Zichy-Vajta Konferencia Központ 
7041 Vajta, Petőfi Sándor utca 562 hrsz. (Vajta, Hungary) 
Telephone: (+36) 70 433 4835 

 
By Public Transportation: 

Keleti railway station 

(8,30 Euro one-way) 

Or Kelenföld railway station 

(8,30 Euro one-way) 

(Keleti palyaudvar) (Metro 4, end of line) 

get off at Vajta  

recommended departure times: 

13:53 (arrives: 15:19) 14:12 (arrives: 15:19) 

changes: 1 (a 4-minute change 

in Sárbogárd) 

changes: 1 (a 4-minute change in Sárbogárd) 

check the website for more details and times (or download the app MAV) 

where you can also buy tickets 

https://jegy.mav.hu/#timeTableSearch 

 

If you arrive by airplane at Liszt Ferenc Airport, Budapest then you can take 
either train or bus from Budapest to Vajta. Rail can be easily accessed by public 
transportation. Of course you can take a taxi or the Airport Shuttle within 
Budapest, as well. Bus line 100E provides a direct, convenient, economical and 
fast connection between Liszt Ferenc International Airport and Deák Ferenc 
Square, a key transport hub on the Pest side of the city. More info at:  
https://www.bud.hu/en/passengers/transport/public_transportation/budapest_
public_transportation  
 
You need to buy public transportation tickets that are usually sold at metro stops 
and major public transportation centers. If you buy a pack of 10 tickets 
(GYŰJTŐJEGY), you save money and you may validate one ticket for each 
member of the group. Tickets may be validated on the buses and trams, with a 
red or orange device. On the metro, the orange devices are at the entrance of 
the station, please validate when entering the station (no device on the metro 
train itself) and keep your tickets until you leave the destination station. When 
you change between the two metro lines, you don’t need a new ticket. It is also 
possible to buy a day pass for a group of 5 people, which saves money if you 
plan to use 4 or more tickets per day. 

https://www.bud.hu/en/passengers/transport/public_transportation/budapest_public_transportation
https://www.bud.hu/en/passengers/transport/public_transportation/budapest_public_transportation

